
WE ARE HISTORY KEEPERS 
A Workshop on Preserving the Cultural and Historical Record  
of Your Ethnic Community, Organizations, and Families  
Saturday, September 8, 2018| 9:00 am ‐ 3:30 pm  

Asia Pacific Cultural Center | 4851 S Tacoma Way | Tacoma, Washington 

 

 
9:00‐9:15  Check‐in  

Pick up nametags.  Enjoy ethnic pastries. Browse exhibits.  
  
9:15‐10:00 Welcome!  

Rosanne Gostovich Royer, President, Ethnic Heritage Council of the Pacific 
Northwest 
Susan Rohrer, Director of Statewide Outreach, Washington State Historical Society 

	
What is our historical record and how do we preserve it?  
Anne Jenner, Pacific Northwest Curator, University of Washington Libraries 
 

10:00‐11:15 Workshop Session 1 Choose a session (descriptions on reverse) 
A.  Your Organization’s Records 

What to Save and How to Organize Print and Digital Files  
Crystal Rodgers and Emily Dominick 

B.  Family and Personal Papers and Artifact Collections 
John Bolcer and Lynette Miller 

C.  Conducting and Preserving your Oral History Projects  
Zhijia Shen and Justin Wadland 

D.  Creating Exhibits 
A Toolkit for Creating Meaningful Displays 
Gwen Whiting and Terri Ball 

E. Collecting and Preserving Photos, Films, and Audio/Visual Collections  
Susan Fitch and Hannah Palin 

 
11:15‐11:30 Break  

 
11:30‐12:45 Workshop Session 2 Choose a new session from those listed above 

 
12:45‐1:45 Lunch and Browse Exhibits 
 Pan‐Asian lunch prepared by the Asia Pacific Cultural Center ‐ $15 cash donation 

 
1:45‐3:00 Workshop Session 3 Choose a new session from those listed above 
 
3:00‐3:30 Next Steps in Collecting and Preserving Your Historic Record 

‐ Reconvene in the main auditorium.  Join a small group to discuss your 
next steps in documenting your history and cultural heritage.  
Discussions led by archivists and curators.    

‐ Use My Archiving Plan to map out some long term goals for your 
community organization or personal/family archiving. 

‐ Summary of the day’s sessions and next steps in archiving your history.   
‐ Please fill out the workshop evaluation. 

       

                          



WE ARE HISTORY KEEPERS 
Workshop Sessions  

 
 

A. Your Organization’s Records 
What to Save and How to Organize Print and Digital Materials 

Crystal Rodgers and Emily Dominick will cover the basics of managing and preserving 
your organization's records. Topics include what types of materials you should save, 
how and where to store your records, and preservation of your organization's digital 
files.  They will also talk about what supplies will help you get started. 
 
 

B. Family and Personal Papers and Artifact Collections  
John Bolcer and Lynette Miller will teach the basics of how to care for your p0ersonal 
or family’s historical papers, digital files, and artifacts. Topics covered will include 
deciding what is important to save, what is involved in care and storage, tips on 
managing digital files for the long term, and options for what to do with collections 
that you don’t want to keep but may be of interest to others. 
 
 

C. Conducting and Preserving your Oral History Projects  
Zhijia Shen and Justin Wadland will guide you through the process of designing and 
implementing an oral history project using digital technologies. This session will 
include interviewing tips, sample permission forms, what kinds of digital files to use, 
and suggested platforms. They will share links to many exciting projects that are 
available online. 
 
D. Creating Exhibits 

A Toolkit for Creating Meaningful Displays 
Are you interested in creating an exhibit but don’t know where to start? Do you have 
some experience producing exhibitions but need more resources? This session 
presented by Gwen Whiting and Terri Ball discusses some basics of putting an exhibit 
together, including exhibit planning, organizing and researching, text and label 
writing, basic design and fabrication, and the effective use of available resources. 

 
 

E. Collecting and Preserving Photos, Films, and Audio/Visual Collections  
Your shoe boxes of photos, slides, and recordings need some attention!  Susan Fitch 
and Hannah Palin will provide tips and best practices for the care and storage of 
historical photographs, photo albums, films, and video and audio tapes.  They will 
also talk about organizing your digital photos and recordings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                          


